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Dear Parents 

Welcome to May! Hopefully the weather is making things a little better. 

Here are the new pages of speech/language activities for the week. 

For the articulation pages: you may work on one page for each sound on 

which your child is currently working. These sounds are listed on the goal 

pages of your child’s IEP (if you need a copy of these goals, please let me 

know and I can share one with you). The sounds are the same this week, 

but are mixed through all positions in words.  

For the language worksheets: Please review/complete the 2-3 pages of 

language activities. Sometimes they will be specific to your child’s goals. 

However, these are generally just good language activities to practice. If 

your child is only working on speech sounds, you could still practice these, 

just using them to work on those sounds. 

Just a reminder- do not worry if your child is not perfect every time- or if 

they are still struggling with their sounds (or language tasks). Every little 

bit of practice helps! 

The code to access the speech google classroom is con74vu. You will need to 

access this google classroom with your child’s school email account (ends in 

nilesmckinley.org). In the google classroom you will find helpful resources, 

websites, and apps that may assist you and your child at this time. Current 

and previous packets (they are now dated) will also be available in the 

speech google classroom. 

Please continue to work on these packets at your pace- they are not meant 

to stress you or be an added burden. However, continued practice will help 

your child maintain their current speech and language skills. 

Thank you so much for all your hard work and dedication. As a parent 

myself, I know that this is not an easy time, or an easy task. We are all in 

this together- so please feel free to contact me: 

kathryn.fazekas@nilesmckinley.org. I will be in touch! 

Stay healthy and safe! 

  

Kathryn Fazekas, M.A., CCC/SLP 
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These are just a few ideas to use on the following “dot” pages- feel free to 
practice them any way that works for you and your child. Remember, you only 
need to practice the sounds that are on your child’s current IEP. 
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Dear Parents 

Well, we have almost made it to the end of the school year! Can you believe 

it?! Here are the new pages of speech/language activities for the week. 

For the articulation pages: you may work on one page for each sound on 

which your child is currently working. These sounds are listed on the goal 

pages of your child’s IEP (if you need a copy of these goals, please let me 

know and I can share one with you).  

For the language worksheets: Please review/complete the 2-3 pages of 

language activities. Sometimes they will be specific to your child’s goals. 

However, these are generally just good language activities to practice. If 

your child is only working on speech sounds, you could still practice these, 

just using them to work on those sounds. 

Just a reminder- do not worry if your child is not perfect every time- or if 

they are still struggling with their sounds (or language tasks). Every little 

bit of practice helps! 

The code to access the speech google classroom is con74vu. You will need to 

access this google classroom with your child’s school email account (ends in 

nilesmckinley.org). In the google classroom you will find helpful resources, 

websites, and apps that may assist you and your child at this time. Current 

and previous packets (they are now dated) will also be available in the 

speech google classroom. 

Please continue to work on these packets at your pace- they are not meant 

to stress you or be an added burden. However, continued practice will help 

your child maintain their current speech and language skills. 

Thank you so much for all your hard work and dedication. As a parent 

myself, I know that this is not an easy time, or an easy task. We are all in 

this together- so please feel free to contact me: 

kathryn.fazekas@nilesmckinley.org. I will be in touch! 

Stay healthy and safe! 

  

Kathryn Fazekas, M.A., CCC/SLP 
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